
1. Type only, arranged and organized creatively. Very clear and 

simple. “blackout”

Missionary 

Church of 

Kopimism
* All knowledge to all

* The search for knowledge is sacred

* The circulation of knowledge is sacred

* The act of copying is sacred.



2. Illustrate in some way unity, people working together, shar-

ing, a community. Colorful, happy. “it takes a village”



3. Somber. A world of greed and not sharing anything. Bleak, self-

ish. No one learning anything. 



4. Feature famous artworks that appropriated heavily. Imagine a 

world without this great art. 



5. Black and white political cartoon. Satire. Nerdy scrawny inmates and big 

burly inmates talking about their “crimes” that put them there. 

OR

SWAT team arresting file sharers while violent or destructive crimes are 

going on while their backs are turned



6. Religious theme, diety handing out copies of creative works to 

multiple people. Knowledge and creativity for everyone to enjoy and 

grow with.



7. Real quotes from artists about wanting to share their work freely and 

publicly. 

The greatest danger to musicians is 

not Gnutella. It is the label. The 

greatest danger to actors vand film 

makers is not DeCSS. It is the studio. 

These corporate masters care little 

for the artists who are filling their 4 

car garages with new Porsches and 

filling their private jets with fuel and 

"hostesses."

What they do care about is 

controlling how you listen to music, 

or watch movies, and, increasingly, 

how you discuss and react to our 

creations.

wil wheaton

“To me, the most important thing is 

that people come and sing along 

when we pull into town on tour,” he 

says. “Sharing music is not a crime. It 

shouldn’t be. There should be a 

deeper meaning to making music 

than just selling downloads.”

dave grohl



9. Evolution, starting with one thing and altering it over time to be 

something else. Show how copying and appropriating from eventually 

turns into something else entirely. 



10. Kopimism values written out in an interesting typographical 

way.

* All knowledge to all

* The search for 

knowledge is sacred

* The circulation of 

knowledge is sacred

* The act of copying is 

sacred.



11. Hoarding: everything on one side, someone selecting who 

can have what on the other side.


